Episodes/Essay

Mino Tristovsky is an Italian photographer based in London. His images survey focus,
colour, time, resemblance and fiction. Tension pairs with intimacy and reserve. The
artist escapes the image. Leaving an Other confronting the viewer: An orange, a stranger,
a form, a path, a void.
Forming a riddle, a search.
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Alfred Hitchcock. Jesus lying on the floor; or a butchered sheep. In focus – out of focus. Who’s
revealing here, what? A dystopian situation between ice and flesh, sterility and touch.

An empty bed. A curtain, again. A second curtain of light beams. No focus, full focus. The hand
escaping the image. And with it, its subject. No so(u)lution. A haltered instant, leaving a stage.
With the actor performing from the off. Waiting.

Two instances, seemingly connected. Focus. No focus. A line between the orange and the hand;
tension. No line, free play. The subject (orange) having left its home, searching for the wide.
Baby, it’s a wild world. I’ll always remember you as a child (girl).
Roughness, stones, focus, play - riddle. Wide intimacy.

The wide, the close. Nirvana, your step. Horizon, touched ground. It’s easier to touch the ground
while walking. To the Unknown.

Flashback. The orange is still in my hand. Dialogue; resolution; confrontation.
I don’t mind. – But I do. [ And I want you to.]

A hand, a girl. Two hands, a boy. Passion. This is no misogyny, I’ll tell you. Suffering. Suspicion.
Reaching out, protecting. Red and white, blood and – purity? Desperation, fear (pain).
Indifference, skepticism, coldness. Longing.
This is misogyny turned around. Female misogyny. And you are reaching out.

Another stage. A darkroom. A curtain, without a curtain. The protagonists hiding. And you trying
to enter, assuming. But the is too narrow.
These images leave riddles.

Purple smoke Voldemort party. Staring, without eyes. Just assuming, feeling.
Waiting. Expecting. But the response is hiding behind the smoke. Waiting in vain. Loop.

Free fall. A tower. Fiction. A path, leaves. Two portals. To the Unknown.

A kiss. A boy, a girl. No focus, focus. Rain (seemingly). Passion, a curtain.
These images leave riddles.

Over-exposure, no focus. A darkroom in light. A landscape, in person. Just feeling, assuming.
Wind, beams, fiction. And a day by the Sea.

Signs, Sea, Stones. Green.
There are recurring patterns. Linking these images, forming a line. Leaving the nest, longing. A
hole. An entity. A stone, no void.
A Search.

